
To all activity lovers, you cannot miss SUP where 
you will get to have fun and to enjoy the true beauty 
of nature. ‘iSUP’ has prepared a paddle board 
expert with over 9-year experience who is going 
to take you to the unseen views of Samui Island.

‘Samui Elephant Home’ is like a home to elephants 
and a place for everyone to learn, feel, and live with 
them closely. You will be learned about elephant’s 
habitats, how to walk them, elephant’s food 
preparation, and how to communicate with them.

‘Samui Health Shop’ is a very first hub for those 
who concerned about health and well-being in 
Samui Island, both locals and visitors. Samui 
Island has been considered a perfect place to 
relax and to do yoga and meditation.

‘Tamarind Springs Forest Spa’ where you can 
enjoy the nature view while having Thai yoga 
massage. Tamarind Springs is intended to serve 
the simple happiness and be a place to truly relax.

Let’s get thrilled with the view of Gulf of Thailand 
at ‘Lad Koh Viewpoint’, a rock-cliff viewpoint by 
the sea with Victorian-style white pavilion for the 
visitors to enjoy the panoramic view and to reach 
the skyline.

Only one step to take to enjoy the matchless view 
from Samui coast. Not only that, ‘Samui Caravans’ 
has prepared the items for those who crave for 
gathering and activity sessions.

‘Mahalo Kiteschool’ is ready to take you to 
surf safely with quality surfing equipment 
no matter if you are new or a pro to Kitesurfing.

‘Lamai Muay Thai Camp’ is a well-known  
Muay Thai Camp, especially for foreign boxers, 
as it is the place to train champions. If you are 
looking for a self-defense class or an extreme 
exercise, Lamai Muay Thai Camp is a perfect 
choice to make.

Food is highly considered to be an identity of 
Thais, and that is what ‘Somrom Place’ believe 
and insist on making this place to be a learning 
ground to cook Thai foods, especially Southern 
authentic foods.

‘Samui Circus’ is a village of circus family in 
Samui Island, as well as a center of live shows 
such as Dragon Flag show, acrobatic cudgel 
show, and shows with golf clubs and 
other items in live action.
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‘Hug Samui’ is a local restaurant in the area 
with a meaning about the warmth of nature’s 
hug through delicacy and deliciousness 
behind the name.

The ‘Coconut Museum’ was founded by a family 
with a business selling coconut for over 100 
years from generation to generation. Apart from 
selling coconut-processed products, there is a 
coconut workshop.

‘Sasatorn Coffee’ together with a good message 
from the Wisdom Message Card to pass the 
positive vibes to all visitors. The signature menu 
we recommend is Love in Vain.

Specialty Oyster is ready to be served in Samui 
Island. The heaven of oyster lovers here has been 
serving quality oyster with passion for 5 years. 
The concept is to make it friendly and safe for 
everyone to enjoy as only ‘live oysters’ are served 
here.

‘SOL Bake•Brew•Bites’. At SOL, you will find 
plenty of drinks and homemade breads made 
from organic ingredients. SOL also has a space 
for artists to showcase their works here. 

‘Chai’s Cuisine & Farm’ is an authentic Southern 
cuisine served in Chef’s Table style. At Chai’s 
Cuisine & Farm, you will get to taste the delicacy 
of fresh ingredients, local paste and spice, and a 
true Thai taste.

The genuine intention of ‘Flo Coffee’ is to 
introduce quality coffee to Samui people at its 
best price, as Flo believes that the quality cup 
of joe needs to be everyone’s everyday coffee.

‘BAAN BO RAN @ SAMUI’ is a true treasure of 
Samui as it has kept Samui’s story and history 
for over 186 years, which not only getting to 
enjoy the originality of culture and architecture, 
but you will also get to learn Samui’s way of life.

‘Lighthouse Cafe & Wine Bar’ is a café and bar 
nearby the port to Pangan Island and Koh Tao. 
They using local ingredients makes the 
European dish like freshly baked bagel a sense 
of Asian food. 

From street food cart in 1991 to a small Thai 
rice noodle restaurant in Samui Island, the 
taste of ‘Pa Maitri’ has never changed. This is a 
traditional Thai rice noodle menu that has 
been praised by professional chefs. 
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